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INSTRUCTION MANUAL

FLUX POWER
SCREEN HEATING EQUIPMENT

HANCO FLUX POWER SCREEN HEATING
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Reference Drawing:

Transformer:
Screen Cloth Specifications

Width:

Width or distance between inside of screen cloth hooks should be 2” less than the inside
width of screen box. Arch Deck: The width is determined by measuring distance along
contour of arch.

Length:

Length of cloth panel must be reduced to allow ½” clearance between each panel.

Hooks:

Material for these hooks should be stainless steel. Do not weld, rivet, bolt or use
any other mechanical fastener to retain screen cloth in hooks. Every wire in the cloth must
come in contact with the cloth hook. This prohibits the use of paper, felt, or any other
material to be placed within the hook assembly.

1. Remove all existing screen cloth on deck to be heated.
2. Re-drill tension bolt holes in the side plate of the screen if necessary. The height of these new holes in
the screen side plate is determined by using the ledge angle or screen cloth support as reference.
3. If heating is applied to a deck other than the top deck, there must be holes cut in the side plate of the
screen for terminal plates to extend.
4. Mount feeder bar support.
5. Wire brush and clean screen cloth hooks, also ledge angle or support extending along inside of screen
box side plate.
6. Fasten insulating strip material to the top of the ledge angle, also vertically on the side plate. This
insulation is fastened with adhesive and extends complete length of screen box.
7. When two or more screen cloth panels are to be heated, these panels must be separated by at least 3/8”
to ½”. Also, the ends of the screens must be separated from the frame.
8. The screen cloth panels are ready to be placed in the screen box if all of the above operations have been
performed. The cloth panels must not come in contact with the screen frame at any point; this will
cause a ground. Certain models of heating systems do require tension rails to be grounded to the side
plate. For these systems, specific instructions are located on prints supplied with the system. Some
screen boxes are equipped with feed chutes or discharge chutes that will cause a ground if not properly
insulated. If the manufacturer is aware of this, the installation drawing will indicate how to insulate
these places. There is enough extra insulation and adhesive with each heating kit for this purpose.
9. After the screen cloth is in place, the tension rails may be placed in position and tightened to tension the
cloth panels.
10. The HANCO Flux Power Transformer is mounted to permit the feeder bar to pass directly through the
center of the transformer. The transformer must be mounted at the same angle or plane as the feeder
bar passing through the center of the transformer. The unit may be suspended by 3/8” wire rope or base
mounted.
11. The primary of the HANCO Flux Power Transformer is wired as per instructions located within each
transformer control box.

HANCO SCREEN HEATING SERVICE PROCEDURE
The following has been prepared to assist you in locating any malfunctions in
your heating system.
A heated screen is generally considered simple to maintain and service. There are
a few things to keep in mind. The secondary screen voltage never exceeds 15 volts, and
theoretically tissue paper will insulate the circuit. Likewise, contamination between
contacts is the largest source of trouble. Contamination can generally be overcome by
proper installation and maintenance in making sure all connections are clean and tight.
An electrical joint compound is also recommended when cleaning electrical connections.
It is important to clean the cloth hook strip and wedge conductor hook when installing
cloths and make sure tensioning bolts are tight. It is a good practice when a cloth has
been re-installed in the screen frame to re-tighten the tension bolts after about 4 hours of
operation. The cloth should be re-tightened with heat applied to allow for expansion in
the cloth.
With today’s new systems, there is virtually no maintenance.

Keeping all

electrical connections in good condition is the key. Should you need assistance in sizing
or installation, engineers are available for consultation over the phone or on site.
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